
A hike in the Negev - 12 Nov. 2015 
Since returning from the U.S. in August, we quickly fell into a routine which 

includes Israeli dancing 2-3 times a week, tennis 1-2 times a week, swimming 3-4 times 

a week, some work, and most important, spending time with our wonderful 

grandchildren. We try to pick up Abigail and Eliana from their kindergarten once a 

week, and Daniel from his, also once a week. And of course we try to gather the whole 

family currently in Israel for Erev Shabbat dinner. Usually everyone comes once every 

two weeks, while on the off-week we usually dine with Ben and Inbal’s gang. Lately 

they have been inviting us on the off-weeks, often for sushi, and it’s a great pleasure to 

be the guests rather than the hosts! 

Workwise Ray is involved in the usual university activities as well as trying to 

promote his ClearWave transparent microwave oven window, and Edie has taken on 

some translating and editing projects for Bank Leumi, while we both continue to 

complete our text book “Communicating Science: a practical guide for physical 

scientists and engineers”. Ray retired as of 1 October – much of his university work is 

unfortunately directing the downsizing of his university lab, while establishing a small 

lab at home. 

But now that we are both “unemployed”, we can do fun things in the middle of 

the work week. So last week, we joined a hike sponsored by the English Speaking 

Residents Association (ESRA) to a desert trail near the development town of Yeruham 

in the Negev.  

The bus ride from Raanana was fairly quick. The trans-Israel highway, better 

known as Route 6, bypasses Tel Aviv, and a network of relatively new roads bypasses 

the center of Beer Sheva. South of Beer Sheva, we experience a sense of déjà vu. The 

hike began not far from the bases where Lilly served in the IDF, as an instructor and 

officer at the advanced infantry school. In those days there was a relatively small base, 

which had only a few low permanent buildings. Today the army is executing a plan to 

build a “city of training bases” at this location. The idea is to consolidate several training 

bases formerly located in the center of the country, often on “expensive” real estate, 

into one location, where land costs are less, and room for maneuvers and weapons 

training more freely available. Now the part of the base visible from the road is full of 

many new large buildings. 

The hike itself started a few km from the base, before arriving at the town of 

Yerucham. The trail followed along and over low hills in desert terrain, affording a 

good view of the artificial lake in Yerucham’s park. It was a great day for hiking in the 

desert – partly clouded and moderate temperatures. It would have been far less pleasant 

in the summer. The hike was rated easy-to-moderate, the moderate was because of a 

gentle climb to the high point along the trail. 



 
Figure 1. Along the trail. 

The main motivation for hiking this particular trail was that the helmonit, the 

“egg yolk crocus”, was reported to be blooming. This flower is found at perhaps a dozen 

locations in Israel. We were in luck, and found the helmonit at the reported location. 

Our hike then headed for Yerucham’s lake, and ended at its park, where our bus awaited 

us for the ride back home. 

 
Figure 2. The helmonit 



Figure 3. A desert inhabitant. 

Figure 4. Another desert plant -- sprouting up after a recent rain. 
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Figure 5. Edie at the dam forming Yerucham's lake. 

 
Figure 6. A view of Yerucham’s lake, with the town in the background. 



Figure 7. A few ducks on the lake. 


